The Dice
A pair of six-sided dice, frozen in mid-air.

Diamond Throne
A humanoid shape sits hunchbacked on the
throne, its form and appearance insignificant. The
throne is larger than the person on it, casting an
aura of command.

The Wanderer
The Child
A rugged walking staff in hand, the Wanderer's A young child of indeterminate gender, dressed in
clothes look dusty and worn.
middle-class clothing. (S)he stands holding an
old doll, a vague smile on his or her lips.
The Loremaster
An old, nearly ancient-looking man. There's an
unspekably old and thick-looking book on a
pedestal in front of him, its writing tiny and its
pages thin.

The Rat
A large rat standing on its hindpaws, it is looking
around with a vigilant, cunning look in its eyes.
Its two front paws look ready to strike at an
unaware opponent at any moment.

The Clown
Dressed in the traditional garb of a court jester,
the Clown stands unnaturally tall and broadshouldered, almost a small giant. His face is cold
and cruel, twisted in a wicked smile.

Beating Heart
A human heart, frozen in mid-motion. The
numerous veins criss-crossing its surface give the
impression of a gentle face.

The Giant Goblin
The Rabbit
The Giant Goblin has the biggest belly anyone
A nervous-looking thing, the Rabbit's long ears has ever seen, his feet hidden somewhere behind it.
seem to be turned to intently listen to something
while his eyes are looking in the opposite direction. The Great Mountains
A vast and tall mountain chain, the Great
Speeding Locomotive
Mountains extend infinitely in every possible
A symbol of modern Science, the locomotive is direction, taking root whereever there is land
speeding fast towards the Future.
willing to hold them.
The Master Con Artist
The Vigilante
The face of the Master Con Artist is obscured, Dressed as an impeccable upper-class gentleman,
so as to not give away his (or maybe her) identity. the only stylistic breach in the Vigilante's
apperance is the pair of pistols worn openly on the
belt, ready to be drawn at a moment's notice.

